GraphTiles: Visualizing Graphs on Mobile Devices

Abstract

Our society will soon generate and consume over one zettabyte of information each year [1]. A great deal of this information is consumed using mobile devices, which unlike PCs are always with us. We often use mobile devices to explore graphs: for example IMDb [2] links movies to actors to movies, Pandora [4] links songs to artists to songs, and LinkedIn [3] connects professionals. Existing techniques for graph visualization are not a good fit for mobile devices, which have very limited input and output surfaces, and which typically support light interactions like casual browsing or answering fairly specific questions. In this paper, we introduce GraphTiles, a visual interface supporting mobile information seeking behavior on graphs. Starting from a central location accessed using search, GraphTiles lets users browse the surrounding graph neighborhood. It displays nodes using small thumbnails or icons, and arranges them into a gridded layout with each column representing an increasing number of links away from the central location. As a testbed for design and evaluation, we used IMDb. Our design study evaluated several explicit link representations, finding that lines support information seeking better than other representations. Our summative evaluation found that users can find information much more quickly with GraphTiles than with IMDb's mobile site. IMDb's movie-to-actor graph is bipartite. To demonstrate GraphTiles' use with a non-bipartite graph, we also show visualizations of the Seattle Band Map's [5] band-to-band graph.


1 Introduction

The majority of new computing devices sold are smartphones [6, 7]. Much of the information accessed with these mobile devices is in graph format, including IMDb (movies to crew), Pandora (songs to artists) and Facebook (friends to friends). Most graph visualizations using nodes and links or matrices are not designed for mobile usage scenarios, which include small display and input surfaces and distracting settings.

GraphTiles is a graph visualization technique for mobile scenarios, carefully designed to strike a good compromise between several often conflicting mobile constraints. As with most other mobile apps, these constraints argue for an overall simplicity that is reflected in GraphTiles' layout (Figure 1), which visualizes only an incomplete portion of a local graph neighborhood: the central node alone in the left column, some nodes one link away in the middle column, and other nodes two links away in the right column. To see the complete neighborhood, users can scroll the central and right columns vertically.

While this layout by itself implies many links, it does not indicate exactly where the links are between the second and third columns. Users can reveal these locations by selecting a node from these columns, triggering an interactive reordering that highlights nodes linked to the selection and places them onscreen or nearly so. Users can restore the original (better known) order by deselecting the node, or to increase link visibility, GraphTiles can display links explicitly, when linked nodes are both onscreen. We tested several explicit link representations, finding that a simple line worked best, despite any confusion introduced by link crossings.

Clearly GraphTiles is not capable of giving users a good overview of graph data. Fortunately, users seeking information with mobile devices do not expect immediate access to the entirety of a database, but rather only the answers to fairly specific questions, or access to the small part of the database that concerns them. Using IMDb, we tested the ability of GraphTiles to support such behav-
ior, finding that users found information faster with GraphTiles than with IMDb’s own mobile web interface.

IMDb is a largely a bipartite graph, with movies linking only to crew members and vice versa. GraphTiles quite appropriately exploits this in its interface, putting movies in one column, crew in the next, and assuming that there are no links between nodes in the same column. When graphs are not bipartite, representing within-column links explicitly is awkward at best. We generalize GraphTiles to all graphs by relying on interactive reordering alone, and demonstrate this with a second database, the Seattle Band Map.

While GraphTiles is not a complete replacement for existing graph visualizations, we believe it provides useful support in mobile device usage scenarios. To our knowledge it is unique, and may be worth examining for use in less distracting settings, and with larger devices.

2 Constraints for Mobile Visualization

Before designing GraphTiles, we carefully considered the constraints of mobile usage. First, mobile devices are little enough to fit in users’ pockets, so visual features on their displays will be harder to see than they would be on desktop displays. Add in glare, instability, distraction and grime, and it is clear that mobile visualizations should display information efficiently, and filter to maintain clarity. Second, mobile input is dominated by touch, and given small mobile displays, navigating and filtering interactions are crucial. This makes mobile visualization still more difficult, since information display must not only be clear and succinct, but also afford touch interaction, requiring interface elements much larger than mice do. Third, given all the interaction mobile users need to see their data, mobile visualization must maintain visual continuity.

Fortunately, users know that finding information with mobile devices is more difficult than with desktop machines, and have adapted their use of mobile devices accordingly. Both Cui and Roto [10] and Church and Oliver [9] found that mobile users effectively limit their expectations by posing either fairly specific queries or extremely broad ones. Browsing can easily satisfy very broad queries, while search can quickly answer very specific queries.

However, Lee et al. [14] point out that human queries are often ill-formed and refined iteratively on the basis of intermediate query results. In a typical case, a user knows what they seek, but does not know the keyword that would retrieve it. Some search engines offer partial solutions by showing auto-completed keyword sets in real time (e.g. Bing’s search suggestions), or by displaying related facts from a database (e.g. Google’s Knowledge Graph). Even so, users are often forced to perform several searches to help them find the appropriate keywords for their search.

Supporting intensive data analysis on mobile devices is unrealistic. But we believe that well-designed mobile visualizations can not only be an entertaining medium for casual browsing, but also enable users answer their (in technological terms at least) ill-formed queries. Mobile visualizations should support casual data exploration, and answer user questions by displaying local data neighborhoods.

3 Mobile Graph Visualization

There has been little work specifically addressing mobile visualization [8], and even less work offering techniques specialized toward the visualization of graphs on mobile devices. Karstens [13] proposes node-link diagrams of hierarchies arranged around a rectangle to make efficient use of display space. He displayed nearly 1000 nodes, each represented with a very small circle. Hao and Zhang [12] propose a space-filling sunburst display of hierarchies. Their larger nodes are easier to interact with, but their graphs are much smaller. Pattath et al. [15] visualize general graphs numbering just a few dozen nodes using node-link diagrams. Finally, in work most closely related to our own, Da Lozzo et al. [11] use node-link diagrams centered around a specific node, again with very small nodes. To recognize mobile constraints, we limit visualization to a graph neighborhood as do Da Lozzo et al., but like Hao and Zhang we display many links implicitly.

4 The GraphTiles Visualization

With GraphTiles (Figure 1), we assume that users will employ search to find a locality of concern around a central node (e.g. for IMDb, “near John Wayne”). As discussed above, position in the layout reflects link distance from the center. When necessary, users can drag a non-central node to the left to change the central node. We display links largely implicitly: every node in the middle column has an implied link to the central node, and every node in the right column is reachable from the middle column. To represent links between the middle and right columns we support both explicit link display and interactive reordering around a selected link. Explicit links appear only when both linked nodes are currently displayed. Reordering has the added benefit of accelerating access to off-screen nodes.

We considered a circular (or rectangular) layout to make better use of the blank space in the left column, with a scroll around the central node rather than along it, but discarded it so that we could provide a glimpse of a larger two-link neighborhood. A circular layout with a two-link neighborhood would require much smaller nodes (difficult to touch with a finger tip), and would fit poorly in rectangular mobile displays.

5 Experiment 1: Comparison of Explicit Link Representations

We began by considering how to display links explicitly. It might be tempting simply to draw lines between linked nodes (Figure 1c), but GraphTiles has unique characteristics that could make this solution untenable. As users scroll, nodes appear and disappear, meaning that linking lines do as well. Scrolling also causes the lines to move when they are onscreen, occluding a variety of other nodes and dynamically relocating link crossings (making a well-known drawback of link lines still worse). All of this dynamic behavior does not exist in most graph visualizations and could be quite disorienting.

In creating alternative designs for displaying explicit links, we were (loosely) inspired by the grouping principles of Gestalt psychology [16]. The proximity principle places nearby items in the same group. Because we could not use proximity alone to display complex many-to-many relationships, we approximated proximity with an iconic representation of the neighboring column (Figure 1d). Rectangles in the representation indicate the presence of links to the node in the same position in the neighboring column. Similarity groups items that have similar properties such as color or texture (Figure 1b and 1e). Here, nodes containing the outline color or a thumbnail of a neighboring node are linked to that node. Like link lines (which use the Gestalt principle of connectedness), all of these representations must dynamically change as the user scrolls and nodes move, but the changes are much more restrained.

5.1 Methods

Using IMDb as a testbed, we compared connectedness-inspired lines to our alternative designs in a controlled experiment, and included a text-based link display (Figure 1a) as a control condition. In this condition, nodes with the same text were linked. Note that because we were testing only explicit link representations, we did not enable interactive reordering in this experiment.

Since the precision of explicit links is probably unnecessary for casual browsing, our experiment focused on helping users answer imprecise queries. In the context of IMDb, users often want to recommend a movie to a friend, but cannot remember the name of that
movie, nor the name of any actors in that movie. They do however know that one of the actors in the movie was also in a movie they know. They move from movie to actor to movie, as did participants in the first of our experimental tasks. Movie buffs also often try their hand at casting future films. They cannot remember the actor’s name, nor the name of the movie they remember them from. But, they do remember the name of a second actor in that movie. They move from actor to movie to actor, just as in the second of our experimental tasks.

We expected that connectedness-, color- and texture-inspired links would perform better than text-based or proximity-inspired links. Because of the unique dynamic qualities of the GraphTiles visualization, we did not attempt to predict which link representation would be best.

5.1.1 Design
We used a fully crossed within subjects 5 × 2 × 2 design. Link Depiction had five levels: text-based as well as proximity-, color-, texture-, and connectedness-inspired representations. QueryType, or the type of question asked, had two levels: a movie-person-movie (MPM) query or a person-movie-person (PMP) query. Size, or the rough size of the surrounding graph neighborhood, had two levels: small or below median, and large or above median.

5.1.2 Participants and procedure
We had ten participants, all university students with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We obtained informed consent from the participants, and asked them to read the instructions for the experiment. We then familiarized them with the task and link depictions using 10 training datasets, one for each combination of link Depiction and QueryType. Participants were free to ask verbal questions during training.

Participants then each performed 120 information seeking tasks, each using a different graph neighborhood in the IMDb database, with median size of 115 nodes. On average, they completed all their tasks in one hour. Every participant performed six trials with each of the 5 × 2 × 2 = 20 experimental treatments. We formed five blocks of 24 trials each, each block corresponding to one Depiction. Thus participants performed all trials with the current Depiction before moving on to the next. To combat the effects of fatigue and learning, we sampled all the orderings of Depiction using a 5 × 5 Latin Square. Within each of these Depiction blocks, we formed two 12-trial QueryType blocks. Half of the participants performed MPM questions first, half performed PMP questions first. Within each QueryType block, participants performed 6 trials with small neighborhoods and 6 with large neighborhoods. We randomized the order of these trials. To avoid any confound between treatments and graph neighborhoods, we randomized the match of graph to treatment. Each participant saw each neighborhood only once.

For each task, participants answered a question displayed on a nearby monitor. If QueryType was PMP, we asked participants to find the movie on which two given people collaborated. In this case, the central node at the left of the visualization was always a person. To answer the question, participants used a phone to scroll in the right column to find the second person’s node, select it, and then scroll in the middle column to find the movie connecting the two people, and select it. If QueryType was MPM, we asked participants to find the person who worked in two given movies. In this case, the central neighborhood node was always a movie. We recorded the time to complete each trial, and whether or not the participant performed the trial correctly. Participants were paid $10 for their effort.

5.1.3 Apparatus
We implemented our visualization on three Samsung SGH-i917 phones running Windows Phone 7.5, with an AMOLED display and a full capacitive touch screen. The monitor used to display questions was a 1920 × 1200 pixel Dell 24". Participants interacted with the visualization on a phone by scrolling with a swipe gesture or selecting nodes with a long tap.

We obtained our IMDb graph neighborhoods using the official IMDb API, obtaining a large cross section of its database (approximately 3GB in size). We then randomly selected 60 nodes within the IMDb graph describing well known actors (supporting PMP queries), and 60 nodes describing well known movies (supporting MPM queries). We then sampled the two-link neighborhood around each actor (PMP) node by adding the top movies linked to it as indicated by IMDb’s own API call; and then for each of those top movies, adding its top actors, again as indicated by IMDb’s API call. We created two-link neighborhoods around movie (MPM) nodes similarly. The number of top movies returned by IMDb’s API was generally much lower than the number of top actors.

5.2 Results

![Figure 2: Average task completion times per depiction for the first experiment.](image)

All participants completed all trials correctly, so we report only on completion time here. On completion times, we performed a single, three-factor repeated measures ANOVA. All single variable effects were significant.

The connectedness-inspired link Depiction indeed supported the fastest information seeking performance (F(4, 36) = 4.942, p < 0.005). Average completion times in seconds for each Depiction were: connectedness 10.1s, texture 12.5s, color 13.0s, proximity 13.6s, and text 15.7s. We show the same times in Figure 2, along with standard error. Despite their drawbacks, link lines also have strengths: they are familiar to most viewers; and they are simple, introducing only one primitive per link, while other representations require changes at both linked nodes.

Participants were much faster when asked to locate a person (the MPM QueryType) than when asked to locate a movie (PMP) (F(1, 9) = 43.869, p < 0.001). Average completion times for person queries were 10.5s, and for movies 15.5s. This is likely an effect of graph size rather than some more subtle task difference. Recall that IMDb’s API returned many more top actors working on a movie than top movies in which an actor worked. This meant that PMP neighborhoods contained many more nodes than MPM neighborhoods.

Participants were faster when working with small graph Sizes than with large graph Sizes (F(1, 9) = 83.911, p < 0.001). Average completion times for small graphs were 11.7s, while for large graphs they were 14.2s.
The only significant interaction occurred between the QueryType and Size variables ($F(1, 9) = 25.824, p = 0.001$). When participants were asked to find movies in PMP neighborhoods, increasing graph Size had a large effect on completion times (13.4s vs. 17.6s). When they were asked to find persons in MPM neighborhoods, Size’s effect was minor (10.1s vs. 10.9s). In PMP neighborhoods, graphs were larger, so increasing Size had a larger effect.

5.3 Discussion

Results largely matched our expectations, with text-based and proximity-inspired links performing worst, texture- and color-inspired link Depictions performing better, and connectedness-inspired link lines performing best. However, users were only about 20% faster with link lines than with texture-inspired links containing thumbnails.

6 EXPERIMENT 2: COMPARISON TO IMDb’s MOBILE SITE

As a summative evaluation, we compared GraphTiles to IMDb’s mobile site. In GraphTiles, we used both interactive reordering and the best explicit link representation from our first experiment (link lines). We again focused on answering imprecise queries of the same type used in our first experiment. (We are quite willing to stipulate that IMDb’s mobile web app is the better solution for more precise queries such as “The movies that John Wayne has acted in.”). Figure 3 shows a comparison of the visuals used in GraphTiles and IMDb’s mobile website to answer the person-movie-person and the IMDb’s mobile website to answer the person-movie-person and

GraphTiles here implemented interactive reordering, which highlights nodes’ links to a selected node and moves them onscreen. Every participant performed 30 trials with each of the 2 × 2 = 4 experimental treatments. We grouped trials by Interface into two blocks of 60 trials each. Thus participants performed all trials with the current Interface before moving on to the next. To combat the effects of fatigue and learning, we used complete counterbalancing across participants: half of them performed the GraphTiles block first, the other half the web app block first. Within each of these blocks, we randomly ordered the levels of QueryType. We again randomized the order of graph neighborhoods without replacement, so that each participant saw each neighborhood exactly once.

6.2 Results and discussion

Again all participants performed all trials correctly, so we report only completion times here. We tested significance using a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA. Only the two single variable effects were significant; they did not interact.

When using GraphTiles, participants were significantly ($F(1, 19) = 2291.833, p < 0.001$) faster than when using the IMDb web app. Average completion time with GraphTiles was 18.2s (SD 5.27), while with IMDb web app, it was 31.5s (SD 5.26).

Although its effect was significant ($F(1, 19) = 11.27, p < 0.005$), QueryType’s effect was not meaningful. The difference in completion times when participants looked for movies rather than persons was 0.6s: (25.0s for movies, 24.4s for persons). QueryType’s effect was likely diminished by the use of IMDb’s web app, which was not as severely affected by QueryType as GraphTiles.

Results in fact exceeded our expectations, with GraphTiles users almost twice as fast as IMDb web app users. GraphTiles was designed for imprecise queries; IMDb probably was not. What remains to be seen is whether or not a single interface can support both precise and imprecise queries well.

7 GENERALIZING GRAPH_TILES TO NON-BIPARTITE GRAPHS

While real and practical, the IMDb graph is bipartite: nodes contain either people (e.g. actors) or movies. GraphTiles quite appropri-
atly exploits this structure, placing people and movies in different columns. However if GraphTiles is to find use with more general visualization applications, it must be tested with non-bipartite graphs.

With this goal in mind, we used GraphTiles to visualize the Seattle Band Map [5]. In this database, music bands from the Pacific Northwest are linked if they share band members or have collaborated with one another. By preprocessing the database, we could create a bipartite graph of musicians and bands (Figure 4(a)), but that is not our purpose here.

Figure 4(b) shows a non-bipartite band-band layout using lines to represent links. The challenge here is representing links that start and end within the same GraphTiles column, which do not exist in bipartite graphs. Lines and most of the other explicit link representations we discussed perform poorly in such cases, since they are only displayed when both endpoints are onscreen, which will happen only rarely within the same column.

We believe interactive reordering is the best solution to this problem. In Figure 4(c), the user selects the band ‘The Fartz’, bringing all related bands onscreen or nearly so. Unrelated bands are dimmed out in the interface to further accentuate band connections.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As mobile devices become the dominant form of computing, mobile visualization will become increasingly important. In this paper we described GraphTiles, a new graph visualization specifically designed to support imprecise mobile queries on large graph databases. In an experimental evaluation, accessing the IMDb graph with GraphTiles was nearly twice as fast as with the existing IMDb mobile web app.

GraphTiles could use design improvements to maintain visual continuity. When users change the central node, they can quickly become disoriented. Future experiments might study how well GraphTiles supports both precise and imprecise queries, as well as non-bipartite graphs.

We also plan to evaluate GraphTiles on other devices such as tablets, where we might display larger neighborhoods. The comparative merits of each of our explicit link display techniques might be different when many more links must be displayed at the same time. It may also be interesting to study the use to GraphTiles on the desktop, and compare it to more traditional graph representations such as matrices and node-link diagrams.
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